Across
2. What is a typical cake that is baked and given often as a present (much to everyone’s chagrin) to friends, relatives and neighbours during this holiday season?
5. What can be found under most decorated pine trees on the morning of December 25?
7. Where does Santa put the small presents?
10. What do people hang on their doors?
14. What Ballet is preformed during the holidays?
15. What’s another word for present?
17. Santa’s transportation.
18. What do you call a decorated pine tree?
20. Where are the stockings usually hung?
21. What kind of a nose does Rudolph have?
22. Dashing through the ________, on a one horse open sleigh.
23. Santa’s favorite drink

Down
1. What month is Christmas?
3. Who is Rudolph anyway?
4. Who helps Santa with all this work?
6. A house that is made out of candy and cookies?
9. What do you call the big guy with the red suit and the white beard that gives presents on December 25?
11. Where does Santa live?
12. Stringy, silvery or gold stuff that people decorate the tree with.
13. What do people do in groups in front of other peoples doors?
16. What are Christmas songs called?
19. What is traditionally put on the pine tree during the holidays?
Across
2. What is a typical cake that is baked and given often as a present (much to everyone's chagrin) to friends, relatives and neighbours during this holiday season? [FRUITCAKE]
5. What can be found under most decorated pine trees on the morning of December 25? [PRESENTS]
7. Where does Santa put the small presents? [STOCKINGS]
8. Jingle ____, jingle ______, Jingle all the way. [BELLS]
10. What do people hang on their doors? [WREATHS]
14. What Ballet is preformed during the holidays? [NUTCRACKER]
15. What's another word for present? [GIFT]
17. Santa's transportation. [SLEIGH]
18. What do you call a decorated pine tree? [CHRISTMASTREE]
20. Where are the stockings usually hung? [FIREPLACEMANTEL]

Down
1. What month is Christmas? [DECEMBER]
3. Who is Rudolph anyway? [REINDEER]
4. Who helps Santa with all this work? [ELVES]
6. A house that is made out of candy and cookies? [GINGERBREADHOUSE]
9. What do you call the big guy with the red suit and the white beard that gives presents on December 25? [SANTACLAUS]
11. Where does Santa live? [NORTHPOLE]
12. Stringy, silvery or gold stuff that people decorate the tree with. [TINSEL]
13. What do people do in groups in front of other peoples doors? [SING]
16. What are Christmas songs called? [CAROLS]
19. What is traditionally put on the pine tree during the holidays? [LIGHTS]
Across
23. Santa's favorite drink [HOTCHOCOLATE]